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DIPLOMA EXAMINATION IN ENGINEERINGiTECHNOLOGY/
MANAGEMENT/COMMERCIAL PRACTICE - APRIL, 2018

INDUSTRIAL AIruOMATION AND MECHATROMCS

llime :3 hours

(Maximum mads : 100)

PART- A
(tvtaxinruni rnaks : 10)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences- Each question carries 2 marks.

l. Define automalion

2. Define sensors.

3 Sketch the syrnbol of *y two contol valve.

4. Draw any four qmrbols usd in ladder diagram.

5. State the need for an automation system in an indwny.

PlRr - B

(Maximum marks : 30)

il Answer Nry fve of the to-llowing questiorrs. Each question carries 6 marks.

i. Dscuss the fi.rture challenges in automation.

2. Discuss the advantages of automation.

3. Describe briefly the working prrinciple of an inclemental encoder.

4. Discuss the applications of resistance temperature detector.

5. Discuss the need for the use of electical qFslems as actuators for contol.

6. Discuss the role of a timer in a Prognmmable logic converter.

7. List the factors for selecting a Programmable logic converter for a

particular task
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VI

PART - c 
Marks

(Maximum nraks : 60)

(Answa orc fiil question frorn each unit Each full question canies 15 maxks.)

UNrr - I

m (a) Explain fixed prrogrammable and integrated artomaion. g

(b) Describe the advantages ard limitations of open loop and closed loop contol
system. 7

.On
(a) Explain the basic elements of an automated system.

&) Compare taditional and mechatrronics design

Ur.nr - II

(a) with neat sketches explain various eddy cunent proximity sensors.

G) Erplain the working of an optical e,lrcoder with neat sketches.

On

(a) Explain an inductive proximity sensor with nat skerches. List any two
applications of inductive proximity sensor.

O) Bcplain debomcing of mechanical swirches.

Ur',nr - Itr

(a) with neat sketches describe the sequencing of double acting cylinders.

(b) Explain the working of *ryristor with neat sketches.

On

(a) Discuss the need for actuators. Explain any two actuaton with neat sketches-

O) Describe variors solid state switches.

. UNn-IV
(a) Explain the block diagram of programmable logic converter.

(b) Describe the techniques used in fault detection

On

(a) Explain the worting of micro contoller with block diagrarns.

(b) Describ€ the possible mechafronics design soltrtions.
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